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Abstract. Online scams, unsolicited advertisements, messages contain-
ing malicious files and other forms of spam continue to be a nuisance
in today’s internet, wasting users’ time and causing financial damage to
companies and organizations. There have been many proposals on how
spam should be stopped, from various kinds of spam filters to legisla-
tive measures. One of the more extreme suggestions is fighting back by
bombarding spammers’ servers with a deluge of HTTP requests. In the
current study, we revisit this idea ”filters that fight back” originally pro-
posed by Graham in 2003, and investigate why the approach has received
little attention recently. We also showcase an example solution that au-
tomatically sends false information back to spammers by filling forms
on their websites or replying to mail addresses they have provided. We
offer a conceptualization and future agenda of filters that fight back, and
discuss the ethical and technical challenges related to this solution.

Keywords: spam filters, filters that fight back, offensive defense, cybersecurity,
offensive security

1 Introduction

Unsolicited messages sent to a large number of recipients, prominently referred
to as spam [8], have been a major nuisance in the internet almost ever since
its conception. These messages can be, for example, commercial advertisements,
attempts to obtain users’ personal information or messages related to financial
fraud. Spam messages regularly contain links to dubious web pages built with
the goal of phishing or distributing malicious software.

Spam can be annoying to deal with and wastes recipients’ time [20]. Thus,
significant efforts have been devoted to prevent spam messages from reaching
their destination, for example, by using spam filters and restricting spam with
legislation. During the 90’s these filters were mostly rule-based, but today more
complex solutions such as statistical spam filters [19] and filters based on artificial
neural networks [1] are widely used by prominent email service providers and
sometimes also by end users. Despite these countermeasures, users still react
and respond to spam messages in high enough numbers to make spamming a
profitable business. Botnets such as Necurs [4] have been employed by spammers
to effectively and effortlessly send large numbers of spam messages.
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During the 90’s, the number of spam emails increased steadily, amounting for
as much as 90% of all email in 2008 [11]. More recently, unsolicited messages have
gone down to 50–60% of all email traffic [23, 15]. Today, spam campaigns have
been moved to other mediums besides email, for example, to instant messaging
applications, phone calls and social media platforms [2].

While spam filters can analyse spam messages and use them as data for
training machine learning models to better detect and block spam [9], most spam
filters simply settle for deleting spam messages after they have been detected,
taking no further action against the perpetrator. This paper explores the idea of
punitive spam filters that aim to incur a cost to a spammer each time they send
junk messages. We explore the idea of filters that put a strain on spammers’
servers by bombarding their servers with HTTP requests [13]. This idea was
originally proposed by Graham in 2003 [13], but contains several ethical and
technical challenges which make using such techniques non-straightforward.

In this study, we first talk about Grahams’ proposal in detail and go through
what has been studied in the academic field on filters that fight back (FFB)
back since then. Subsequently, we present an example solution created for this
manuscript that illustrates the idea of filters that fight back. This solution fills
forms on spammers’ websites with fake information or alternatively provides
automated bogus answers to spam messages. We follow this example with dis-
cussion on the technical, ethical and legal challenges of FFB as well as the
benefits of such solution. We conclude the work by providing a future agenda
for researchers and engineers interested in FFB.

2 Filters that fight back - the current view

The original concept of FFB which Paul Graham talked about on his website [13]
proposed the idea of punishing spammers by sending bogus data back to them.
The solution would be implemented by adding a ”punish mode” feature to spam
filters [13, 24]. When turned on, this mode launches a counterattack on spammers
by opening all the URLs in a spam message N times (N is 0 or greater, chosen by
the user). The web pages are crawled, that is, all the links on the found pages are
followed (which can be repeated for k levels of links) [12]. Consequently, send-
ing huge amount of spam messages now works against spammers, flooding their
servers with HTTP requests increasing the bandwidth usage and inflating the
costs of maintaining a webpage. The deluge of requests can also make the spam-
mer’s servers unavailable to those users who would otherwise have responded
to the spammer in good faith and fallen into the scam. If the spammer churns
out a million messages an hour, they will potentially receive millions of hits
an hour on their servers. This would make operating scams through spamming
unremunerative.

Although a URL sent to millions of people is likely to be an address of a spam
page, it is important to ensure that HTTP requests are only launched against
spam pages. Graham [12] suggested only crawling sites that are on a special
blacklist. Web pages are blacklisted only after being inspected by humans. As
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a spam message has a lifetime of couple of hours at least, the blacklist can be
updated in time to ensure counter-spam measures can be activated against the
adversary.

The challenge from the spammers’ perspective is the fact that to reach a few
gullible recipients who will reply, the spammer needs to send messages to tens
of thousands of recipients if not more. FFB has the benefit of enabling the non-
gullible majority to make it more difficult for most ductile users to fall for scams.
Here one additional potential positive consequence for users is, that in order for
spammers to protect their servers against a deluge of HTTP requests, they could
be prompted to provide their victims an ”unsubscribe” option. This would free
spammers from counter-spam and enable recipients to free themselves from the
spammers’ mailing list. [12]. The problem here of course is that as the tech-
savvy spam respondents unsubscribe, the more gullible victims would remain in
spammers’ mailing lists.

An idea similar to Graham’s scheme was used in practice when Lycos Europe
web portal launched a screensaver that sent HTTP requests to websites that were
known to be promoted in unsolicited mail messages [14]. An advertisement on
Lycos Europe’s urged the users to ”annoy a spammer now!”. As the percentage
of spam mails has decreased over the years, it appears these kinds of campaigns
have became less commonplace. One of the reasons for this could be that modern
machine learning-based spam filters have evolved to be so efficient in screening
and deleting spam emails [9] that no further action is needed. An additional
reason could be that spammers are choosing to host their websites and spamming
operation on servers with a flat rate charge. As an extreme example, if an FFB
solution would be implemented on an web hosting company X email service, we
could see a case of web hosting company X filters sending counter-spam to a
web hosting company X server hosted by spammers. Therefore, it is not in the
interest of web hosting company X to use FFB.

One of the most recent examples of FFB technical implementations comes
from a bachelor project carried out at the Delft University of Technology. In this
project, Bansagi et al. [3] created a system that recommends replies that are
sent back to spammers, making it easy to waste a scammer’s time and money.
The authors developed a Google Chrome plugin to enable quick replies to spam
emails. This solution, however, does not include offensive defense in the form of
crawling the scammer’s website.

Spam emails are typically sent using botnets consisting of infected machines.
That is why it is often difficult to directly target this infrastructure built by
spammers. By targeting the spammers’ dubious websites and feeding them fab-
ricated information, their operations can be disrupted. Although tech companies
such as Microsoft have managed to take down huge botnets such as Necurs [4],
smaller scale operations can still be beneficial. Hence, here we focus on attacking
spammers’ websites.
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3 Our example solution

For the purpose of illustrating how FFB could work in the modern online ecosys-
tem, we created our own conceptual solution that wastes spammers’ time by au-
tomatically sending fake information to them. After all, spammers usually aim
to collect information about their victims. In what follows, we discuss a concep-
tual solution for sending fallacious data through web forms and email. Figure 1
shows the general idea of our solution.

Fig. 1. An overview of how FFB operates. The FFB module responds by targeting the
malicious website to which the scammer tries to lure gullible victims.

3.1 The algorithm

A high abstraction level skeleton of a general algorithm for FFB implementation
that is invoked when an email is identified as spam, and which crawls weblinks
given in spam messages, is described below in pseudocode:

If the mail is a spam message

If the mail contains URLs

For each URL

If the URL is on the blacklist

Crawl each subpage of the website K levels deep

Load the subpage N times

If the subpage contains a form

Fill in fake information M times

If the mail contains a form

Respond with fake information

If the spam filter classifies a received mail as spam, the mail is checked for
URLs. Each URL is then tested against a blacklist, and if the URL is on the
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list, it is chosen for further inspection. The subpages under the main address are
crawled and loaded N times, following Graham’s scheme. This is done K levels
deep, meaning all possible link chains (with the length of K-1 or smaller) from
the main page are followed. However, if there are a huge number of subpages,
this process could be stopped after a specific number of pages to avoid needlessly
wasting our own time and resources. Also, the punitive functionality suggested
by Graham could be completely turned off by setting N to 0.

Each crawled subpage is also checked for forms. If a form for collecting a
user’s information is found, it is filled with fake information. This can be made
several (M ) times, but depending on the checks implemented on the spammer’s
server, the form might only be accepted once. The process of generating fake
information and filling in the form is further discussed in the next section.

Finally, the body of the received email can also be checked for forms. This
is not usually a HTML form but a list of details that the spammer wants the
user to fill in and reply to an email address. Using the same fake data generation
functionality as previously on the spammer’s website, fallacious information is
created and sent to the email address provided by the scammer.

It is worth noting that the conceptual solution we have presented employs
many other components: an email client, a spam filter, a blacklist, and a fake
data generator. Still, our scheme is independent of how these other components
have been implemented. The solution could be added to an email client like
Mozilla Thunderbird as an extension. The spam filter and the blacklist can use
any of the currently available approaches as long as they are accurate enough so
that they do not produce a significant number of false positives. The fake data
generator can be a part of the implementation or a component implemented by
a third party. It has to be able to generate believable bogus names, addresses,
phone numbers etc. Our solution can also be applied to other types of spam
messages such as SMS spam or spam in Facebook or Twitter.

3.2 Filling in the forms

An important part of the discussed conceptual solution is filling in the forms
on spammers’ websites. Web forms are typically included in phishing websites
which aim to steal victims’ credit card information or other details. The entities
in the form (such as name address, phone number) can be recognized by using
relatively simple rules such as looking at the descriptions and names of the form
fields seeing if they match known entity names. If the meaning some form field
cannot be recognized, we can simply fill it with random content. The filters could
also use human assistance for finding the type of some specific field and then
collaboratively share this information to other filters that are also completing
the same form.

After the form has been found and the types of the fields have been decided,
the fake data generator will generate an appropriate input for each field. This
kind of fake data generating component has to use a large list of possible values
in order to make the fake details convincing [16, 17]. It has to be able to generate
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wide variety of valid values such as addresses, phone numbers and social security
numbers.

If the form submission fails, we can retry submitting it a certain number of
times. In many cases, the red text indicating an error near a form field can be
used to guess which field was not accepted, and a different value can be chosen
for that field. The filters can also share information on what kinds of values were
successfully accepted for a specific form.

One challenge is the fact that many forms which require credit card infor-
mation. A seemingly valid fake credit card number can be generated but if the
spammer’s system immediately attempts to charge the credit card, deceiving the
fraudster will not succeed. Checking the validity of the provided card number
wastes spammer’s resources (computational power or human effort).

There is also an interesting side effect when feeding false information to spam-
mers. If some unique piece of fake information – also called honeytoken [5, 22]
– is included in the data given to spammers, it could later resurface somewhere
else. Consequently, planting honeytokens can help in tracking and attributing
spammers [21, 18], as well a finding out where they sell the information.

4 Discussion

Supplying spammers with fake information poisons their database and wastes
their time. Perpetrators can no longer be sure which entries fake are and which
are not. This resembles scambaiting, which aims to waste the scammers time
and resources by exchanging messages with them, but in our scheme the whole
process is automatic. We summarize the key findings of the potential damage
FFBs cause spammers below:

– wastes computational resources and bandwidth
– wastes spammer’s time (when the obtained information is processed manu-

ally)
– prevents gullible users from becoming victims of phishing
– may cause software development related costs when the spammers have to

fix their website or information gathering model so that poisoning becomes
more difficult

– damages the spammer’s reputation as a business partner if poisoned low-
quality data is sold

4.1 Technical challenges

A potential challenge with our scheme is the fact that clicking links in spam
mails and replying to spammers often causes them to send more spam mail.
However, when this happens, the punitive filter will punish them even more,
and as long as the spam filter works, the user does not see increasing amount
of spam. The increased bandwidth consumption should not be a problem with
modern broadband connections.
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Another potential weakness of the solution is that blacklists are prone to
abuse. While our scheme is independent of the implementation of blacklist, it
is important to ensure that untrustworthy individuals or spammers themselves
cannot easily poison the blacklist with entries that should not be there. Also,
simply being on the blacklist does not cause a website any problems, it only gets
hit when it is already blacklisted and a new spam message arrives with a link to
the site arrives [12].

4.2 Ethical and legal issues

One can argue that this kind of offensive defense and ”striking back” is immoral
or illegal [6]. It is not completely clear whether loading spammer’s webpages a
few times means participating an organized denial of service attack or whether
automatically filling spammers’ web forms constitutes any kind of offense. In
some jurisdictions, however, the user might be rendered legally liable.

Spammers may not be likely to take the matter to court, but if some innocent
party was accidentally targeted, things might be different. Still, the solution we
propose is very different from ”hacking back”, that is, which would mean tracing
back to the attacker and invading their system. There are probably very few, if
any, precedents pertaining to this kind of offensive defense. Of course, what is
permissible from a legal or ethical points of view, also depends on who is doing it.
Some kind of authority could also take care of striking back against spammers.

4.3 Benefits

Our solution has some additional benefits compared to Graham’s original solu-
tion. It not only increases the load for spammers’ servers, it also deteriorates the
quality of the data they receive. Several spammers and other cybercriminals may
try to use the poisoned data if the data is sold. Moreover, the data is potentially
made traceable with honeytokens. Our solution is also more likely to waste time
of human perpetrators, as the information spammers receive may be manually
examined.

If the functionality of loading webpages repeatedly is turned off, our version
of a FFB also does not have the problem of launching denial of service attacks
in the same sense Graham’s solution does. For example, If the spammers web-
site shares a host with some other innocent customers, continuously bombarding
the spammer’s website can cause needless collateral damage. Our solution, when
used without repeated page loads, avoids this problem. Then again, if this func-
tionality is turned off, then the filter does not protect gullible users from falling
for the scam as effectively.

The conceptual solution we have presented does not depend on the envi-
ronment where spam needs to be combated. Along with the email system, our
solution can also be used for counter spam messages in social media or text
messaging (SMS) spam. Another application is fighting search engine spam [10].
For all these types of spam, filters have been build and our solution could be
combined with those filters.
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5 Conclusions and Future Agenda

In this paper, we revisited the idea of FFBs introduced by Paul Graham in
2003 [13] that has since been dormant and seen minimal attention in the sci-
entific community. To see whether FFBs are still a viable security measure, we
developed Graham’s idea further and provided an example case of a spam filter
that provides a form of offensive defense by replying to spammers with fake in-
formation and wasting their time. The solution works on individual cases, but
large-scale application of this approach remains untested. In addition to this
example, other versions of FFB adjusted to the modern online ecosystems have
been presented (e.g. [3]) but these filters have not been widely adopted in prac-
tice either. With regards to evidence as to why FFBs are currently not used, the
following main reasons emerge:

– Ethical concerns related to the justification of offensive defense and its large
scale operation.

– Security concerns related to misuse (intentional or unintentional) of FFBs.
– Advances made in other spam filters and other technologies for curbing ram-

pant spam messages.
– Spammers’ utilization of 3rd party flat rate online services for their schemes,

where FFBs would not in fact cause major damage to the spammer.
– Other concerns related to the feasibility and effectiveness of FFBs such as

FFBs alerting the scammer that their operation has been detected, and FFBs
enabling scammers to reverse engineer ML-based filters.

While these certainly seem to explain the lack of use of FFBs, it might still
be early to throw away the idea of offensive defense against online spam. In fact,
recently we have seen the rise of scambaiting, that is, online streamers and con-
tent creators making fun of scammers and wasting their time [25]. This activity
takes a harmful activity (scamming) and turns it into popular entertainment.
While scambaiting also has obvious ethical concerns, in principle it serves to
educate people about scamming, cause harm on scamming as a business and
protecting potential scam victims, in addition to being entertaining. For these
reasons, we believe that FFB should also deserve further attention from the sci-
entific community to see whether it can be applied to make the internet a safer
environment. Here we would like to provide a future agenda related to interesting
research topics and questions in the domain of FFB.

First, an empirical longitudinal analysis of the consequences of using FFBs
in the large scale could be carried out. This analysis needs to focus on both the
impact FFBs have on spammers and scammers, and the impact FFBs have on
service providers. To this end, a FFB implementation of our solution and field
work testing of it is required. Here we identify legislative and ethical challenges in
addition to the technical. Second, further analysis is required on whether FFBs
could be abused by making them target innocent or trusted parties. Third, the
possibility of sending honeytokens to the scammers’ system and being able to
track information that the scammers have is another promising future research
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avenue. For example, this could enable discovering which scammers are con-
nected to one another. Fourth, the ethics and lawfulness of offensive defense
deserves attention with regards to FFBs, scambaiting and other forms of means
to retaliate. Online vigilantism, sometimes discussed as digilantism [7] which in-
cludes FFBs, remains in many regards problematic. While in the ideal situation
authorities would take care of cybercrime, there are many reasons as to why this
is not currently the case. These reasons include lack of technical skills of the
authorities, the global scale of the cyberworld where people operate in the same
environment under different sets of laws and the rapidly changing and evolving
nature of the internet.
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